
JIG WELDER 
VERSATILE JIG WELDING

The Versatile Jig Welder range allows a single operator the ability to process 
welded parts seamlessly and without production stoppage. While the operator 
prepares the material for welding, the jig welder is welding the product on the 
opposite side.

Servo height adjustment Servo rotating heads Barcode scanner
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Standard features:
• Choice of AC or MFDC welding systems

• Robust rack and pinion drive system

• Accurate servo positioning of the welding heads

• Up to 3 pairs of welding heads

• Optional servo height adjustment of heads

• Optional servo rotating heads

• Quick change jigging system

Innovation:
• Intuitive custom programming software

• Hand-held programming pendant

• Programming with simple teach function

• Online monitoring and support 

Pincer welding

TAILORED TO SUIT YOU:
Clifford’s complete new range of CNC jig welders, have been designed with our customers in mind. These are 
truly versatile machines that can be tailored to suit your specific budget and requirements. 

Whether you are welding simple 2D wire components or complex 3D wire and sheet metal parts, we can 
customize a suitable machine to fit your needs. Options include different welding technologies, servo height 
adjustment, servo rotating heads, and a “pincer welding head to weld in the vertical plane. You can even 
chose from a conventional 2 jig rotating table to the new side by side loading system, in various foot print 
sizes to suit your components.

User-friendly software
Multiple products on a 

single jig

NEW: Side-by-side configuration
• Rotary or linear table options available 
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MESH WELDER 
NEW QSW QUICK-SET WELDER

Cutting-edge technology, packed into a mesh welder. Our latest QSW mesh welder 
boasts quick setup through AI powered software, and newly design tooling that is 
quick and easy to position.

Clifford’s revolutionary QSW mesh welder is designed to take the guesswork out of the machine setup.  

Laser quided tooling, ensures that the product changeovers are simple, quick, efficient and optimal, 

while our NEW AI powered software calculates the necessary welding parameters for you.

AI POWERED

Trial and error setups are a thing of the past with our 

NEW AI powered software. The software automatically 

calculates the optimun welding parameters and tooling 

positions to suit the welded mesh to be produced.

The revolutionary touch screen interface with built in 

AI wizard, intuitively guides the operator step by step 

through the entire setup procedure  
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The operator simply enters the details of the mesh to 

be produced. Such as the wire diameters, lengths and 

spacing.  The software then generates an image of the 

part as a graphical confirmation of the part.  

HOW IT WORKS:

Using laser guidence, the operator is guided step by 

step through the setup of the tooling. These include 

the linewire guides, weld presses, crosswire maganets 

and the pullout grippers

The single piece compact welding heads are mounted 

on linear rails, with a simple locking lever. This allows 

the operator to quickly and easily position the welding 

heads, without the need for any tools.

To ensure high quality and repeatable welds, 

the machine is equipped with the state of the 

art MFDC (Medium Frequency DC) welding 

technology.

Magnet and gripper positions are calculated by the 

software and are easily positioned without the need for 

tools. Ruler guides are attached for added assistance to 

ensure accurate positioning of the tooling.

FLEXIBILITY

Product flexibility, consistent weld quality and quick changeover times are what the machine has 

been designed for. With speeds of up to 150 crosswires per minute, and only 1 operator required to 

run the machine, you can be assured a great return on investment.
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